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“Friendship

Through Flowers”

Wednesday, November 14, 2018

Northwest Unitarian Universalist Church
23925 Northwestern Highway  Southfield, Michigan

Morning Workshop 10:00 A.M.

Afternoon Program 12:30 P.M.

Chabana (Tea Ceremony) Arrangement

Thanksgiving Morimono

The Chabana is an arrangement complimenting the tea
ceremony. It doesn’t compete with it, but creates a
friendly atmosphere.

Create a seasonal arrangement using Moribana
slanting style techniques with the addition of small
gourds, fruits and/or vegetables.

Fresh flowers will be
provided for $2 per
person. You must reserve
by Monday, November 5.
Contact Lauren at the
email above or by phone
at 248-684-2460

This style is perfect for display during the
Thanksgiving holiday, and can be adapted for other
seasons.

Instructor: Yasuko Nelson

Supplies to bring:

Instructor: Lauren Paul

Use a large platter, tray or board for the base.
Fresh floral material will be provided for $3 per
person. You must reserve by Monday, November
5. Contact Lauren at the email above or by phone at
248-684-2460

 Small branch, not too










heavy (bare or with
leaves)
Flat tray or platter
Small vase (approx. 8"
tall with a small (1")
opening
Assortment of small
gourds (see photo)
Hasami (floral scissors)
Small bowl for cutting
flowers under water
Floral wire may be needed
Plastic or newspaper to cover work area
Towel for clean up
Camera to record your finished arrangement

Hospitality
Kuni G creamer, Cynthia K, Bev W, Pat L

Lunch Break 12:00 P.M.

Supplies to bring:
 Line material: 1-2 line material (curly willow,

bittersweet, etc.)

 Small assortment of

interesting, colorful
fruits
and/or
vegetables, small
gourds, nuts, etc.
(Do not use an
overwhelming
amount of fruits/
vegetables as done
in a cornucopia
arrangement.)
 Cup kenzan or
hollowed out small gourd/pumpkin
with a kenzan inside. Use anything
deep enough to cover kenzan with
water, about 2.5" to 3" in diameter. Empty
cups (covered cans) are available.
 Tray or board (12" or more across) for display
base
 Additional tools and supplies as listed for morning

NOTE: When reserving materials, please specify morning or afternoon or both.
Guests may participate in the workshops for a $10 lesson fee (plus materials fee)
or may observe for $2, payable at meeting.

